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Abstract

Strategic supplement placement has been shown to be an effective tool to lure cattle to underutilized rangeland. The goal of this study was to determine where cattle grazed when supplement was placed in foothills rangeland. The study was conducted in 4 pastures in northern Montana that were dominated by cool-season grasses. For 2-week periods beginning in October 1998 and ending in January 1999, dehydrated molasses blocks (30% CP) were placed in locations within 3 pastures that were steeper and further from water. Forage utilization was measured at the time of supplement placement and again at removal. Increases in forage utilization during each period (14%) were similar (P > 0.1) at distances of 30 to 600 m from supplement, and increases were additive across periods. Forage utilization was evaluated in a fourth pasture during August and September 1999 at distances of 50 to 3,000 m from the supplement. Forage use declined (P < 0.01) at further distances from supplement, and forage use at distances less than 600 to 800 m from supplement was greater than the average of all measurements collected throughout the pasture. During the autumn and early winter at the 2 pastures located near Havre, Mont., 53% of the cows were observed within 600 m of supplement and 47% were observed at greater distances from supplement. Eighty-one of the 159 cows grazing the 2 pastures near Havre (245 and 330 ha) were fitted with Global Positioning System (GPS) tracking collars. The collared cows spent 37% of their time within 600 m of supplement. Uniformity of cattle grazing can be enhanced by the placement of dehydrated molasses supplement in rugged topography, and the area influenced can include distances up to 600 m from supplement.
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Uneven livestock grazing distribution is often associated with many resource concerns on rangelands. Increasing the uniformity of grazing and preventing concentrated heavy grazing in localized areas is one of the principles of rangeland management (Bell 1973). In addition to management practices such as developing water, salting, fencing and herding (Cook 1966, Bailey and Rittenhouse 1989), strategic placement of supplement has been used to modify livestock grazing distribution (Martin and Ward 1973, McDougald et al. 1989). Most commercially available supplements fed to cattle are palatable and potentially could be used to lure animals to underutilized rangeland. Dehydrated molasses supplements are available in containers (blocks weighing up to 113 kg) that can be transported to rugged rangeland and then self fed. Most containers last up to 2 weeks before they are emptied and should be replaced to maintain intake. Bailey and Welling (1999) showed that cattle spent more time and grazed more forage in pasture areas where dehydrated molasses supplement was provided than in similar control areas where no supplement was provided. Although it was more effective in moderate terrain (10–20% slopes), strategic supplement placement noticeably changed livestock grazing patterns in steeper terrain (15–30% slopes) at greater distances from water. Ongoing work in
California (Mel George, personal communication) also suggests that dehydrated molasses supplement can modify cattle grazing patterns.

Although previous and ongoing research has demonstrated that strategic supplement placement can be effective, several aspects of this practice are not known. Protocols for its practical use are not in place and should be developed. Experimental procedures used in the past (Bailey and Welling 1999) would not be practical for range livestock producers. The effect of strategic supplement placement on livestock grazing distribution should be evaluated throughout the year. Bailey and Welling (1999) studied the effects of dehydrated molasses supplement on grazing distribution during the autumn and winter (October to January) when the forage was mature and dormant, but this practice also may be effective during late summer (August and September). To conduct economic evaluations of this practice, the area impacted by supplement placement must be estimated. Bailey and Welling (1999) found that forage use was similar at distances of 20 to 200 m from supplement. To determine the area impacted by a single placement, forage use must be evaluated at distances further from supplement.

Objectives of this study were to: 1) develop and evaluate a practical approach for strategic placement of dehydrated molasses supplements during late summer, autumn and early winter, 2) estimate the distance that cattle grazing distribution was affected by supplement placement. In this study, effect of supplement was initially evaluated at distances of 30 to 600 m from supplement, and distances of 30 to 3,000 m were examined later.

Methods

Study sites

The study was conducted at 3 locations in northern Montana: Thackeray Ranch, Dana Ranch, and IX Ranch. Forage measurements were collected at all locations, but animal behavior observations were collected only at the Thackeray Ranch, near Havre, Mont.

Thackeray Ranch. The Thackeray Ranch is located in the Bear’s Paws Mountains 30 km south of Havre, Mont. Two pastures were used at this study site, Rakes Draw and Anderson. The Rakes Draw pasture (48° 22' 44" N 109° 37' 21" W) is approximately 330 ha bisected with a perennial stream (Bull Hook Creek). Topographic relief varies from 1,055 to 1,222 m. Both pastures were dominated by Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratensis L.), bluebunch wheatgrass (Pseudoregaria spicata [Parsh] A Love), rough fescue (Festuca scabrella Torr.), and Idaho fescue (Festuca idahoensis Elmer). Soils were primarily shallow clays and gravelly loams.

Dana Ranch. The Dana Ranch is located 35 km south of Cascade, Mont. in rugged foothill rangeland near the Big Belt Mountains. Two study areas were established within a 4,900 ha pasture. Study areas were approximately 325 ha in size and located about 2.5 km from each other. One area was identified as Coyote (47° 01’ 38” N 111° 29’ 35” W) and the other was identified as Pine Coulee (47° 00’ 30” N 111° 30’ 00” W). The 2 study areas were evaluated simultaneously. Relief in the pasture varied from 1,220 to 1,680 m, but elevations in the study areas varied from 1,490 to 1,680 m. Study areas were dominated by timothy (Phleum pratense L.), rough fescue, and Kentucky bluegrass. Soils in the study area were primarily deep to shallow loams.

IX Ranch. The IX Ranch is located in the Bear’s Paws Mountains, approximately 30 km east of Big Sandy, Mont. (48° 04’ 55” N 109° 51’ 30” W). The study was conducted in a pasture (approximately 2,020 ha) containing gentle and rugged topography. Vegetation on gentler slopes (5 to 15% slopes) was dominated by Kentucky bluegrass and significant quantities of bluebunch wheatgrass, western wheatgrass (Pascopyrum smithii Rydb. [Love]), prairie junegrass (Koeleria macrantha [Lede.] Schult.) and blue grama (Bouteloua gracilis [H. B. K.] Lag. ex Griffiths). On steeper slopes, vegetation was dominated by rough fescue and bluebunch wheatgrass. Elevation in the pasture varied from 1,100 to 1,460 m. Soils were primarily shallow to deep loams with some areas of clays.

Supplement placement

Thackeray Ranch. Dehydrated molasses supplement (30% CP) was placed at a rate of 1 barrel (113 kg-block) per 20 cows (Table 1). In each pasture, 8 barrels were placed in pairs (2 barrels/site) about 30 m apart, similar to the Bailey and Welling (1999) study. Salt blocks (23 kg >99 to 99.9% NaCl) were placed at 2 of the 4 supplement sites. The 4 supplement sites (site = 1 pair of barrels) were arranged in a rectangular pattern about 200 to 250 m between sites (Fig. 1). Supplement was not placed near water nor within extreme terrain (>40% slopes). In the Rakes Draw pasture, supplement was placed in areas classified as difficult using the criteria of Bailey and Welling (1999). Terrain classified as difficult was the usable area (<40% slopes) that contained the steeper slopes or was further from water than the moderate or easy terrain. Easy terrain was the gentle terrain near water. In the Anderson pasture, supplement was placed only in areas classified as difficult in the Bailey and Welling (1999) study.

Every 2 weeks, previously used supplement barrels were removed and full supplement barrels were placed in an adjacent area at least 250 m from the previous location (Fig. 1). Supplement was provided to cattle in the Rakes Draw pasture for three, 2-week periods (periods 1 to 3, 9 October 1998 to 26 November 1998) and in the Anderson pasture for four, 2-week periods (periods 4 to 7, 26 November 1998 to 19 January 1999).

The supplement placement pattern used in this study was based on previous experience (Bailey and Welling 1999). The purpose of placing new supplement in nearby underutilized areas was to facilitate cattle finding new supplement sites and to allow managers to progressively move supplement through underutilized sections of a pasture. Travel time to place supplement and remove empty barrels was reduced because new barrels were placed near empty barrels that needed to be picked up.

Dana Ranch. Ten dehydrated molasses supplement barrels (Table 1) were placed in each study area (i.e., Coyote and Pine Coulee) at the Dana Ranch (20 total). Supplement was placed in a rectangular pattern similar to that used at the Thackeray Ranch with the additional 2

Table 1. Nutrient concentration and ingredients of the dehydrated molasses supplement used in the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nutrient</th>
<th>Level (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crude protein</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not more than 12% equivalent crude protein from non-protein nitrogen</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crude fat</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crude fiber</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ingredients: Molasses products, animal fat (preserved with ethoxquin), plant protein products, animal protein products, processed grain by-products, urea, monocalcium phosphate, dicalcium phosphate, calcium carbonate, magnesium oxide, sulfur, vitamin A acetate, D-activated animal sterol, vitamin E supplement, zinc sulfate, manganese oxide, ferrous sulfate, copper carbonate, calcium iodate, sodium selenite.
barrels placed in the middle of the rectangular supplement area. Salt blocks (described previously) were placed at 3 of the 5 sites (pair of barrels). New supplement barrels were placed and previously placed barrels were removed every 2 weeks. The study was conducted for three, 2-week periods in each study area beginning 4 November 1998 and ending 15 December 1998. Supplement was placed only in terrain classified as difficult (Bailey and Welling 1999).

Fig. 1. Diagrams of the Anderson and Rakes Draw pastures. Fencelines are indicated by “x”. Two open gates allowed cattle access to the 2 sections of the Rakes Draw pasture. Eight supplement barrels were placed during each 2-week period. In the Anderson pasture, cattle watered in Bull Hook Creek that bisects the pasture. Most cattle watered at the location marked primary watering location. In the Rakes Draw pasture cattle watered at the primary watering location. The secondary water location provided enough water for only 40 to 50 of the 159 cows in the pasture.
IX Ranch. The IX Ranch study was conducted after completing the studies at the Thackeray and Dana Ranches. The protocol was changed slightly to facilitate measurement of forage utilization at distances further from supplement and to fit the terrain and management goals of the ranch. At the beginning of each period (10 to 14 days), new dehydrated molasses supplement barrels were placed (Table 1) and previously placed barrels were removed. Period 1 began 12 August 1999 and ended 29 August 1999, period 2 began 30 August 1999 and ended 12 September 1999, and period 3 began 13 September 1999 and ended 23 September 1999. During each period, supplement (8 to 12 barrels) was placed in each of 2 general locations (Fig. 2). Two of the ranches (Dana and IX) were large commercial cow-calf operations (>1,500 AU) that utilized extensive rangeland pastures. Cattle were treated at least annually for external parasites and may or may not have been treated for internal parasites. Treatment for internal parasites did not affect performance of rangeland beef cows in northern Montana (Bailey et al. 1997). Vaccination programs were based on recommendations from local veterinarians.

Thackeray Ranch. A total of 159 cow-calf pairs of Hereford and Tarentaise breeding were provided dehydrated molasses supplement for 2 weeks before the study (14 September 1998 to 30 September 1998) to reacclimate them with the supplement. These cows had 1 year’s previous experience with dehydrated molasses supplement in the Bailey and Welling (1999) study. Mean cow weight during the study was 590 kg. Cow age averaged 5 years and varied from 3 to 8 years. Calves were weaned on 1 October 1998 at the Thackeray Ranch, and the study began on 9 October 1998 in the Rakes Draw pasture. Cows were moved from the Rakes Draw to the Anderson pasture on 26 November 1998. Cows were moved from Anderson pasture and the study ended on 19 January 1999.

Dana Ranch. Approximately 1200 non-lactating cows with Angus and Angus x Hereford breeding were placed in the pasture on 4 November 1998. Although the study ended on 15 December 1998, cattle remained in the pasture until mid-March 1999. Cattle had been exposed to dehydrated molasses supplement for 4 consecutive years before this study, including the Bailey and Welling (1999) study in 1997.

 IX Ranch. Cow-calf pairs (n = 824) with Hereford and Red Angus breeding grazed the study pasture from 12 August 1999 to 23 September 1999. Cattle had not been exposed to dehydrated molasses supplements prior to the study. To initially train the cattle, 12 barrels of dehydrated molasses supplement were placed near water (100 to 400 m) in separate pastures from 1 August 1999 to 12 August 1999.

Forage measurements

Thackeray and Dana Ranches. Forage use was measured before placement and after supplement removal at 2 randomly selected locations within the rectangular barrel pattern. Measurements also were obtained at distances of 200, 300, 400, 500 and 600 m from supplement (Fig. 3). The 200-, 400-, and 600-m measurements were repeated in 2 directions away from the rec-
Grazing behavior—Thackeray Ranch

Horseback observations. The location of cows within the study pastures was recorded 2 times per week by observers on horseback, usually once in the morning and once in the afternoon. Pastures were divided into map units (1 to 6 ha), based on slope, aspect, elevation, and distance to water. The number of cows in each map unit was recorded during each observation. Average distance from supplement and water were calculated by measuring the distance from the map unit to supplement and water locations on scaled maps. In addition, the number of cows at supplement barrels (<30 m) was recorded.

GPS collars. Cattle were fitted with Lotek GPS 2000 collars (Lotek Engineering, Newmarket, Ontario) that record the location of cattle within 5 to 12 m (Moen et al. 1997). Seven to 12 collars were available to track cattle. At the beginning of the study, 4 randomly selected cows were fitted with collars that were powered with disposable batteries capable of recording and storing 3,000 locations. These 4 cows were tracked at 10-minute intervals for 10 days (7 days during period 1 and 3 days in period 2). At the end of period 1, cattle were tracked with collars powered by rechargeable batteries capable of recording and storing 500 to 1,000 locations during mild to moderate temperatures. At cold temperatures (consistently <-12°C) collars with rechargeable batteries generally recorded and stored 150 to 300 locations. Because of the variation in collar performance, locations were sampled with several sampling schedules. Initial performance of the rechargeable batteries allowed sampling intervals to be changed to every 5 minutes during the day and every 10 minutes at night. Later as performance declined, the sampling interval was changed back to every 10 minutes. During the last 2 periods in late December and January, the schedule was changed to every 15 minutes during the day and every 30 minutes at night to extend battery life during cold weather.

A total of 81 randomly-selected cows were tracked during the study. Collars

Fig. 3. Example of forage utilization and stubble height measurements in period 3 (third barrel placement) in the Rakes Draw pasture. Utilization/stubble height transects began at distances of 200, 300, 400, 500, and 600 m from supplement as indicated by the end of the arrow. In addition, 2 transects (identified as “In”) were completed inside the rectangular barrel pattern.
were placed on sets of cows 9 different times. For each set of cows (7 to 12 animals), individual cow locations usually were recorded for 4 or 5 days. Then collars were removed, and the data were downloaded to a computer. Batteries were recharged, and collars were prepared and placed on another set of cows. These cycles from placement on 1 set of cows to placement on the next set took 7 to 9 days.

The location of supplement barrels were recorded with an 8-channel, L-Band GPS receiver with ± 1 m positional accuracy (Omnistar, Houston, Tex.). Locations of fence boundaries, gates, water and terrain features were also mapped with this GPS receiver.

Statistical analyses
Forage measurements—Thackeray and Dana Ranches. Changes in forage use and stubble height from the beginning to the end of a period (before supplement placement and after removal) were regressed on distance to supplement and slope (SAS 1985). Distance to water was not included in these analyses because it was highly correlated with distance to supplement. Changes in forage use also were regressed on distance to supplement alone. The 4 study sites (Anderson and Rakes Draw pastures and Coyote and Pine Coulee areas) were analyzed separately and included data from all periods.

Forage measurements—IX Ranch. Similar statistical procedures were used for the IX Ranch data except that distance to water was added to the multiple regression model. Changes in forage use and stubble height were regressed on distance to supplement, distance to water and slope. Data from each period were analyzed separately to determine if the relationships were consistent from the beginning to the end of grazing in the pasture.

In addition to evaluating changes in forage use from the beginning to end of a period, all use observations collected at the end of period 3 were examined in a separate analysis to determine the overall effect of supplement placement. Distance to supplement, distance to water and slope were used as independent variables. Separate simple regression models also were used to individually evaluate effects of distance to supplement, distance to water and slope on forage utilization. Distance to supplement in the final use analyses refers to distance to nearest supplement during any of the 3 periods.

Grazing behavior—Thackeray Ranch. Distances that cattle were observed from supplement (horseback and GPS data) were analyzed using chi-square procedures (Lehner 1979). The observed frequencies of cattle located at 200-m increments from supplement were compared to expected values using a goodness of fit test. Expected values were determined by multiplying the proportion of the pasture that each incremental distance comprised by the total number of cows observed at all distances from supplement. The size (ha) of each incremental distance from supplement was estimated using a planimeter within the geographical information system (ArcViewTM, ESRL, Redlands, Calif). Each cow location recorded by an observer was considered an observation. For the horseback observations, each pasture was analyzed separately. For GPS collar data, each cow during a period was considered an observa-

Fig. 4. Standing crop of current year’s growth of grasses and forbs and previous years’ vegetation (standing dead) at the Thackeray Ranch (Rakes Draw and Anderson pastures), Dana Ranch (Coyote and Pine Coulee sites) and IX Ranch. Standing dead vegetation could not be distinguished at the Dana Ranch and forage was pooled into grass and forbs.

Fig. 5. Scatter plot of changes in forage utilization versus distance from supplement in the Rakes Draw and Anderson pastures at the Thackeray Ranch and Coyote and Pine Coulee study areas at the Dana Ranch. Changes in forage utilization were not related (P > 0.05) to distance to supplement.
tion, and data for a cow during a period were averaged. Some cows (n = 24) were observed in 2 periods, and the data from each period was considered a separate observation. The rationale for considering them separate observations was that the supplement was placed in different locations during each period (Fig. 1).

Results

Vegetation measurements

Initial forage conditions. At the Thackeray Ranch, mean total standing crop (current year’s growth of grass and forbs) in the Rakes Draw pasture was 2,230 kg ha\(^{-1}\) (Fig. 4). This pasture had not been grazed since July 1997 and contained a large quantity of previous years’ vegetation (standing dead). The Anderson pasture had been grazed for 10 days in May 1998 and the total standing crop was about 1170 kg ha\(^{-1}\). Little standing dead vegetation was observed in the Anderson pasture. Mean standing crop at the Dana Ranch was 2,180 kg ha\(^{-1}\). We were unable to distinguish standing dead at the Dana Ranch, and any standing dead vegetation was pooled into the grass and forb categories. At the IX Ranch, mean standing crop was 1,790 kg ha\(^{-1}\) with a large forb component and little standing dead vegetation.

Forage generally was dormant during autumn 1998 at the Thackeray and Dana Ranches and the nutritive value as measured by crude protein (CP) was consistently low. Crude protein concentration of grass at the Dana Ranch was 4.5% in the Coyote study area and 5.7% in the Pine Coulee study area at the beginning of the study (4 November 1998). At the end of the study (17 December 1998), forage CP concentration in the 2 study areas aver-
Forage utilization—Thackeray and Dana Ranches. In all study areas, changes in forage utilization and stubble height were similar \( (P > 0.05) \) at all distances from 30 to 600 m (Fig. 5). Slope of terrain where vegetation was measured did not influence \( (P > 0.1) \) change in forage use or stubble height. The mean increase in forage utilization was 14 percentage points during a period, but individual forage-utilization measurements varied by more than 20 percentage points at every distance measured in every study area (Fig. 5). Stubble heights decreased by an average of 20 cm within a period.

Forage utilization—IX Ranch. Using the multiple regression model, changes in forage utilization and stubble height were related \( (P < 0.01) \) to distance from supplement (30 to 3,000 m) during periods 2 and 3, but in period 1 there was no relationship \( (P > 0.1) \). Changes in forage utilization and stubble height were not related \( (P > 0.1) \) to distance to water and slope during any period. If distance to water and slope were removed from the model, changes in forage utilization decreased \( (P < 0.01) \) as distance from supplement increased in all 3 periods (Fig. 6).

Grazing patterns differed from expected values \( (P < 0.05) \). Collared cows spent about 17% of their time within 200 yards of supplement in the Rakes Draw pasture and about 16% of their time in the Anderson pasture (Fig. 9). Cattle use of the areas between 0 to 200, 201 to 400, 401 to 600, and greater than 600 m from supplement was not different from what would be expected by chance \( (P > 0.05) \).

Cattle observations—horseback

Observations near barrels. In the Rakes Draw pasture, the mean number of cows observed at the 8 supplement barrels was 12, or 1.5 cows per barrel. In the Anderson pasture, the mean number of cows observed at barrels was 6, or 0.75 cows per barrel. The number of cows observed at all 8 barrels ranged from 0 to 24 total animals or 0 to 3 cows per barrel in Rakes Draw. The range of cows at all 8 barrels in the Anderson pasture was 0 to 20 cows, or 0 to 2.5 cows per barrel. The number of cows observed at the barrels was similar \( (P > 0.1) \) in the morning and afternoon.

Entire pasture observations. During the study, an average of 86% of the herd was observed. Cattle were not distributed uniformly \( (P < 0.001) \) across pastures (Fig. 8). In both the Rakes Draw and Anderson pastures, 18% of cows were within 200 m of supplement, and these areas made up 10% and 7% of the pasture acreage, respectively. In the Rakes Draw pasture, 58% of the cows were observed within 600 m of supplement (38% of the pasture). In the Anderson pasture, 38% of the cows were observed within 600 m of supplement (26% of the pasture).

Fig. 8. Mean number of cattle at varying distances from supplement observed by horseback observers. Expected values reflect the proportion of the pasture that the incremental distance from supplement represents and the number of cattle observed. A total of 159 cattle grazed in both pastures. Grazing patterns differed from expected values \( (P < 0.05) \).
between changes in forage use and distance from supplement at all 3 locations (ranches) were used to estimate the distance to which 8 to 12 barrels (907 to 1,361 kg) of supplement might affect cattle grazing patterns. Bailey and Welling (1999) found forage use was relatively consistent for distances from 20 to 200 m from supplement. In contrast to our initial expectations, overall forage use at the Thackeray and Dana Ranches was relatively consistent for distances up to 600 m. We expected a decline in forage use at 300 to 600 m from supplement. An additional study was conducted at the IX Ranch to estimate the furthest distance beyond which supplement would not affect cattle grazing patterns.

Unlike the results observed at Thackeray and Dana Ranches, forage use decreased linearly with increasing distance from supplement at the IX Ranch. Forage measurements were collected at distances greater than 2,000 m from supplement at the IX Ranch but at the other ranches measurements were not collected at distances greater than 600 m from supplement. When observations greater than 600 m from supplement were excluded from the analyses of IX Ranch data, the relationship between change in forage utilization and distance to supplement was not important (P > 0.1) for any period.

At the IX Ranch during period 1, the predicted change in forage utilization equaled the average measured change in forage utilization at 815 m from supplement. At distances greater than 815 m from supplement, the predicted change in forage use was less than the average observed. Thus, grazing distribution was not affected at distances of greater than 815 m from supplement during period 1.
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Fig. 9. Average use of terrain at varying distances from supplement by GPS collared cows in the Rakes Draw and Anderson pastures. Values are averages of individual collared cows (n = 81). Expected values reflect the proportion of the pasture that the incremental distance from supplement represents. Grazing patterns did not differ (P > 0.05) from expected values.

Fig. 10. Locations of cow 9013 the last 4 days of period 1 and the first 2 days of period 2 in the Rakes Draw pasture. Locations were recorded at 10 minute intervals using GPS collars.
For period 2, the predicted change in forage utilization equaled the average measured change in forage utilization at 638 m from supplement. For period 3, predicted change in forage use equaled the average observed change in forage use at 725 m from supplement. During all 3 periods at the IX Ranch, cattle were not lured to areas further than 600 to 800 m from supplement. The consistency of the response to supplement from 30 to 600 m at the Thackeray and Dana Ranches and the estimated end of influence after 600 m at the IX Ranch suggests that the area that cattle were lured to graze by a single placement of supplement included areas up to 600 m, but the effect of supplement on grazing patterns rapidly declined at distances greater than 600 m and ended before 800 m from supplement.

Effective seasons of use

Previous work with dehydrated molasses supplement to modify grazing distribution was conducted during the autumn and winter (Bailey and Welling 1999). Results from this study using non-lactating cows during the autumn and winter resulted in similar grazing patterns observed in the earlier study. At the IX Ranch, the decline in forage use at distances further from supplement demonstrated that dehydrated molasses supplement can effect grazing patterns of cow-calf pairs during August and September. Many concerns with livestock grazing in riparian and other areas occur during late summer (DelCurto et al. 1999).

Cattle location

Observations of cattle location corresponded well with vegetative measurements. Horseback observations showed that 18% of the cows were observed within 200 m of supplement and that cattle used areas further than 600 m from supplement less than expected by chance. Less than 20% of the cows were observed within 200 m of the primary water source. Data from GPS collars also showed that cattle distributed themselves relatively evenly from 0 to 600 m from supplement (e.g., Fig. 10). In the Bailey and Welling (1999) study about 30% of the cattle were observed in the areas (subunits) with supplement and only 3% were observed in control areas. Control areas were separated from areas with supplement in the Bailey and Welling (1999) study. In the Rakes Draw pasture, cattle utilized almost all of the difficult terrain near supplement, about 25% of the total area. Historically, this area of the pasture had received little grazing use by cattle.

At the IX Ranch, cattle historically used the western half of the pasture. Over 80% of the cattle were gathered from the western half of the pasture, and less than 20% were found on the eastern half (Steve Roth, personal communication). At the end of this study, the majority of the cattle (over 55%) were gathered on the eastern half of the pasture. This anecdotal observation is consistent with the vegetative measurements that show that cattle grazed more near supplement placed in the eastern half of the pasture.

Conclusions and Implications

When dehydrated molasses supplement was placed in rugged foothills rangeland, cattle grazed nearby areas relatively evenly for distances of 0 to 600 m from supplement. If evaluated at distances greater than 600 m, forage use declined linearly with increasing distances from supplement. Placement of 8 to 12 barrels (113 kg/barrel) of dehydrated molasses supplement affects cattle grazing patterns for distances up to 600 m, but the influence rapidly declines beyond 600 m. Supplement should not be expected to lure cattle to areas beyond 600 to 700 m from placement.

Placing dehydrated molasses supplement in undergrazed rangeland was an effective tool to modify cattle grazing distribution during late summer, autumn, and winter. Supplement should be placed in undergrazed rangeland within a limited area (5 to 15 ha in this study). When the supplement is consumed, new supplement should be placed in an adjoining undergrazed area. All cattle used to evaluate dehydrated molasses supplement in this study had been exposed to the supplement before the study began. Supplement may not be effective if cattle are not exposed to the supplement before it is placed in undergrazed rangeland.
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